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NEW TO FITNESS? 
Patrons who need help in the Cardio and Weight room, may sign up with Ian McKay for an orientation 
session. You will be provided with instruction on the proper and efficient use of our cardio and strength 
training equipment. Learn how many repetitions, sets, and weight to use leaving you with a basic program 
and knowledge you need for your first workout! Consultations are also available for nutritional guidance, 
weight management, and developing a plan to meet your health and fitness goals.

Weight room orientations for teens 13 years old are also available by appointment.

Free for Annual Members
When you purchase a membership you register at the desk or online.

FITNESS CONSULTATIONS/ORIENTATIONS

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

HOURS OF 
OPERATION 6am - 10pm 6am - 10pm 6am - 10pm 6am - 10pm 6am - 10pm 8am - 10pm 8am - 10pm

SUPERVISOR 
ON DUTY 4:30 - 6:30pm 4:30 - 6:30pm

Personal training is available by appointment with Ian McKay 274-4561 ext. 1721 or mckaypts@gmail.com

PERSONAL TRAINING

CARDIO/STRENGTH & CONDITIONING CLASSES:
LAND - Moderate to high intensity

F.I.T.T. TRAINING CAMP (moderate - high intensity) - Function, Intensity, Tension, Totality. Sometimes 
we need more than a workout! It's time to TRAIN - join us as we gain strength, increase mobility and 
reduce pain by learning your individual form and proper movement patterns.
This intermediate/advanced class is your classroom, offering you education alongside an effective 
workout! Starting with your own bodyweight the weeks progress to add more stimuli with weights, 
steppers, bands, Tabata, circuits and individual exercises. This creates a perfect environment to gain 
confidence and supportive knowledge to truly learn to create your own sustainable health and fitness 
outcomes. Welcome to the F.I.T.T. life. Instructor: Ian McKay

LAND - Low to moderate intensity

WOMAN'S STRENGTH - (low - high intensity)- Ladies, strength is never a detriment. Women are 
powerful, use that powerful, use that power and learn the proper form in the weight room and in a 
45 min class of strength/circuit training. We will learn the basics of multi compound motions such as 
squats, deadlifts and other weight lifting to gain strength, lose body fat and no "bulking"! This protects 
your body from injury, sustains youthfulness and prevents osteoporosis and many more health benefits. 
Don't be fooled by media, small weights and high reps won't be worth it. Woman + weights = your 
best results! Come banish limits and learn how strong you truly are. Instructor: Ian McKay

REBOUNDER FITNESS - (low - mid intensity)- Bounce and dance your way to fitness on a Maximus 
Pro Rebounder. Class consists of 20 minutes of stretch and core work followed by 30 minutes of mid 
intensity cardio ( modifiable for your fitness level), then a cool down. All trampolines have attached 
stability bars to assist with balance. Tons of fun! Instructor: Debbie Larson

WATER - Moderate to high intensity
AQUAFITNESS - Is an excellent cross training 
activity with little or no impact.  It is as taxing to 
the muscles and cardiovascular system as land 
based aerobics class from a calorie expenditure 
point of view. It provides balanced training of 
muscles which reduces the chance of injury. In 
the water, the harder work, the more resistance 
you feel. Instructor: varies.

WELLNESS & THERAPY CLASSES
AQUA LITE - This class is a great experience for 
those who have had joint replacement surgery, 
arthritis, fibromyalgia or any medical problems 
affecting their muscles or joints. Non-weight 
bearing exercises that isolate and strengthen 
the injured area. This program improves flexibility, 
increases range of motion, provides great 
stretching all with low impact.

YOGAFIT - Our yogafit classes blend balance, 
strength, flexibility and power as you flow through 
the postures to the upbeat music. Low impact. 
All fitness levels welcome.




